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Producer, Engineer, UKmastering Mixing & Mastering audio and video technologies. Alexey Feklistov: - Is the "Nephew" of Pavel Rakhanov, who has been running his recording studio since February 2007. During this time, among the tracks
he recorded, there are such as "Combi-minus", "Factor-2", "Kitchen", "Santa Claus and Summer", "At the request of Minusinsk", "Full drive", "Misanthrope", "Orange Dress Blues", and many others. "Our second number" - Pavel Rakhanov,
sound engineer, producer, composer, author and performer of his own songs, as well as music for various films and TV shows. Pavel Rakhmanov: - "Pavel and I are two sides of the same coin.We have different musical tastes, and therefore
different views on how to work. We don't make music for the money, we want to make it because we like it, we enjoy it. Pavel is my mentor and I learn as much from him as he does from me. And when Pasha left for St. Petersburg, he left
me his phone number so that I could contact him. We used to rent an apartment in which there was no Internet, so if I had not called him that day, I would hardly have understood where he was for the rest of my life. And now I feel as if it was
I who graduated from the studio there. I had the feeling that I was at home. I connected my laptop, I'm in the studio with Pasha. Everything in his studio is equipped in such a way that it is very comfortable to work on it. And we, frankly, did
not expect that this is possible in our city. I am very grateful to Pavel for helping me with this matter - with recording music, because this process is very laborious. Pavel is not only a good sound engineer, but also a very good person, despite
his toughness, constantly changing character. Despite all this, he never held a grudge against us, he always met us halfway when something needed to be done. Yes, and my attitude towards him is exactly this - I always respect and appreciate
him, he means a lot in my life. Pavel: - I have been producing since the beginning of 2012. Prior to that, he worked as a sound engineer at the DOMZ recording instruments studio. Filmed - noises, did arrangements
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